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UNCOMFORTABLE
TRUTHS
FOR 21st CENTURY OTC BRANDS TO LIVE BY
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FOREWORD
Over the last twenty years, DewGibbons + Partners has helped create and design
some of the world’s most iconic and successful OTC brands. This has given us a
deep appreciation of the visual and physical cues – and the regulatory limitations
- of the self-care and OTC marketplace. It’s a knowledge that enables us, on
necessary occasions, to challenge those limits.
These occasions are becoming ever more frequent. The inexorable rise of digital
technology, wearables, wellness, and prevention has led to a power shift towards
consumers who increasingly think very differently about how to manage their
health. Many traditional OTC businesses have been very slow to adapt to this, if at
all, when compared the consumer product brands we work with.
We’ve combined our in-depth knowledge of what works for customers, healthcare
professionals, and retailers with these wider economic, cultural and digital trends.
The result?
10 Uncomfortable Truths that OTC businesses need to take into account to survive
and thrive in the 21st century.
With its heritage of life-transforming innovation, OTC could and should be
leading the way towards a new era of consumer healthcare. Dealing with these
Uncomfortable Truths is the first step on that challenging, yet exciting, journey.
Nick & Sara
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TRUTH 1:
OTC ISN’T IN
PARTICULARLY
ROBUST HEALTH
The stats vary, but overall the song remains the
same: the global OTC market will continue to
grow by reasonable, if not stratospheric, amounts
through to 2021 (+2.6% CAGR says Kline Group,
+4.6% moots Nicholas Hall, and +6% suggests
Research and Markets).
So there’s growth – even exciting growth in
BRICS countries. And numbers of products in the
self-medication market are proliferating due to
an ageing demographic, the lower cost of selfmanaging minor health issues, and a general rise
in acceptance of self-medication. Great.
But here’s the rub.
Switch blockbusters like Pfizer’s digestive product
Nexium and GSK’s allergy offering Flonase drive
a disproportionate share of OTC market growth.
According to Nicholas Hall, just 13 switches
contributed to over 17% of the total US market
growth between 2012-2016, within a wider market
of hundreds of thousands of OTC products. Even
as Galderman’s acne treatment Differin Gel
and Sanofi’s 24-hour allergy relief drug Xyzal are
now online, the switch pipeline isn’t exactly full,
apart from ongoing talk about Sanofi’s erectile
dysfunction drug Cialis.
Words like ibuprofen, cetirizine, and simvastatin
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With molecule-oriented switches
stripped out, the branded OTC
market consists largely of a hugely
competitive, fragmented, and often
confusing mix of products fighting to
stand out on the shelf against a rising
tide of generic alternatives.
– once confined only to HCP lips – are now
commonplace. Consumers increasingly believe it’s
the action of the molecule that matters, not the
manufacturer or indeed the brand.
The rise of generics is exacerbated by pharma’s
trust problem. In Edelman’s annual Trust Barometer
2017, 82% of global respondents said that the
pharmaceutical industry needs greater regulation.
In detailed figures from the previous year,
consumer healthcare, including OTC, rated at 55%
(and just 40% in the EU) compared to technology
businesses’ 77% trust rating. High-profile cases like
Nurofen Australia marketing duplicate actives at
significant price premiums to different consumer
segments compound the problem and undermine
the perceived value of branded drugs.
So far, OTC’s response to all this has been
manifestly workaday: a wave of M&A activity
leading to company and product consolidation.
In the short-term this works. In the mid to longterm, with an absence of truly novel innovation
in product types, or entirely rethinking how to
engage brands with consumers in a digital age,
it’s just shuffling increasingly interchangeable (and
expensive) packets of pills on a shrinking branded
shelf. Far more radical and wide reaching action is
absolutely necessary.
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TRUTH 2:
OTC ISN’T ACTUALLY IN THE
PHARMACY BUSINESS
OTC’s ailing health is in large part down to its failure to deeply understand the fact that the
success of any branded product rests on providing consumers with a clear, compelling reason
to buy it. Even if it’s better on every objective performance benchmark, it’s all for nothing if
consumers don’t believe it.
That’s because a brand is far more than its name or logo. It’s what people know and feel about
the brand based on every interaction they have with it. It’s about perception, a constantly
moving target.
This is a given in the wider consumer goods industry, spurring on innovation and creativity
between branded products and private labels. But OTC doesn’t seem to acknowledge an
essential truth – OTC is in the consumer business, not the pharma business. It’s not selling drugs, it
is selling brands.
We regularly attend global OTC conferences and most delegates are downright surprised to see
us there. Brand design is considered an afterthought, or even irrelevancy, to OTC ‘business as
usual’. Businesses invent traditional products first, then try to make consumers buy them. Brand
design, packaging, and communications fall way down a strictly linear commercial pipeline.

OTC’s regulatory aspects and safety standards are undeniably challenging to brand building, but it’s not optional.
Consumers are increasingly disloyal, demanding, knowledgeable, and in love with the exciting and new. Novelty is
the number one purchase driver for new products in the
USA, according to Nielsen’s 2015 research study Looking to
achieve new product success?.
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This trend is underpinned by the fact that
pills and potions are falling out of favor.
Consumers are now concerned about what
they put inside their bodies, and an ageing
demographic taking more medications is at
greater risk of adverse drug interactions. As
a result, novel self-medication formats are
proliferating.

And that’s also true of OTC. Kline Group’s annual Nonprescription Drugs USA report finds niche players like
Hisamitsu Pharmaceutical’s Salonpas and Matrixx’s
Zicam posting 10-20% YoY growth, with big brands
flat or losing ground. No brand is immune to this, even
historically dominant molecule-led ones with fantastic
efficacy claims.

Recent analgesic innovations include Livia
which is iPulse Medical’s menstrual pain
reliever, and Cirrus Healthcare’s barometric
earplug and app MigraineX. Beyond pain,
Philip’s Blue Light device targets psoriasis
without messy creams. VivoSensMedical’s
vaginal biosensor OvulaRing determines
when women are most fertile. Wearables
THIM and Snore Circle improve sleep
quality. And new products launch virtually
every week, almost none of them from big
‘pharma’ companies.
Thinking with a pharma mindset might have
worked in the 20th century, but 21st century
consumers demand products that put them
at the heart of everything the brand says
and does. Strong, organic market growth
requires OTC businesses moving to a brandfirst approach – delivering consumer-centric
innovations married to compelling, human
‘reasons to believe’.
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TRUTH 3:
BIG TECHNOLOGY IS A BIG
THREAT – AND OPPORTUNITY
Digital technology is one of the most disruptive and productive developments in human
history. The pace of change is astonishing. The tricorder, once something out of science
fiction, is now at the advanced prototype stage. From hardware processing speed to
proliferating social platforms, the implications are profound for all aspects of human life,
including healthcare.
Virtually all traditional, non-tech businesses are playing catch up. OTC is no different, and
possibly worse – many brands still don’t even have effective static websites, let alone other
digital innovation and engagement.
Several technologies loom over OTC. The most obvious is the smartphone. Smartphone
penetration is approaching 100% in younger consumers aged 18-44 according to Nielsen,
and it’s even 68% in the over 65s. Questions remain over their efficacy, but thousands of
health smartphone apps are available, from mental health and sleep tracking, through to
Rx medication adherence and dosing.
Morever, smartphones can provide a holistic view of an individual’s health through hubs like
Apple Healthkit and Google Fit. What’s really important is the way that these companies
can leverage the resulting data. Research is one thing, but Apple and Google are also
incredibly consumer-savvy and already have partnerships with medical institutions such
as the UK’s NHS, health insurance companies, and research hospitals. It’s not fanciful to
envisage an entirely new model of healthcare, with the patient and healthcare provider
communicating directly on a 24/7 basis via their smartphone hub and wearables, then
purchasing any relevant products and services online. This could totally bypass most
occasions when people venture into drug stores.
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This future is not yet here, but it’s
most definitely coming. Some day
very soon consumers may well ask
Siri or Alexa “What should I do for
my headache?”. And the answer is
very unlikely to be “go to a store and
buy branded product X.”
Add to that personalized healthcare. Genome sequencing now costs under $1000, and a
person’s genes can be linked with personalized, specific treatment. Currently playing in Rx and
hospital medication, privately funded start-ups like Helix are also planning mass-market consumer
products. Helix foresees a world where consumers can choose the best painkiller, birth control pill,
and even fitness routine based on their DNA profile.
What can OTC brands do in response to this? OTC is in the business of self-care, not technology,
but smart partnering is vital.
Some businesses are already on the case. GSK and Propeller Health have a ‘smart inhaler’ for
drug adherence that also detects each usage, location and surrounding air quality, giving insights
into asthma attack triggers. Sanofi has teamed up with Verily Life Sciences (owned by Google’s
parent company Alphabet) for Onduo, a diabetes management platform. It’s not yet known
what this will be, but it’s hard to imagine that Sanofi-branded diabetes-relevant products won’t
be part of it…

In a world where technology is driving more and more human behaviors, being
in the mix is essential. Otherwise the technology businesses, in partnership with
far cheaper generic options, may well beat branded products to it.
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TRUTH 4:
EVERYONE
CARES ABOUT
PREVENTION
AND WELLNESS,
NOT CATEGORY
AND CURE
Several hard realities have resulted in a mindset
shift away from perceptions of medicine as a
reactive cure doled out by HCPs, and towards
people taking an active role in preventing illness
via changed behaviors and products.
The first reality? Avoidable ‘lifestyle’ conditions
like cardiovascular disease, cancer and diabetes
cause over 70% of all deaths, according to the
2015 Global Burden of Disease study. The second
reality is a demographic shift without precedent
– by 2050 there will be over 2 billion over-60s
globally, making up 22% of the population.
These two issues exert pressure upon already
stretched healthcare systems. In developed
countries, it’s ever harder to access face-to-face
healthcare services, and high co-pay levels mean
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self-medication and prevention are cheaper and more
attractive.
Consequently, focus on prevention has mushroomed.
Despite a strain on public spending, public gyms and
free healthy cooking lessons are on the rise. Healthcare
providers, insurance companies, and employer businesses
incentivize healthy lifestyles through wearables linked to
behavioral programs, gym memberships, and weight loss
support.
Even young consumers, unhindered by necessity, focus on
achieving peak physical perfection, evidenced by social
media trends like ‘Strong is the New Skinny’ and ‘Clean
Eating’.
This prevention orientation actively promotes wellbeing,
not just a lack of disease. Wellbeing is about feeling great
inside and out, and taking constructive action towards
being your best self, whatever your age. So OTC products
face competition from traditional peers AND entrants from
many emerging product categories. Products thriving in
this area are similarly positive in intent, tone, and the way
they’re designed and marketed.
The beauty industry is already in the mix. DECIEM’s
Fountain supplement offers resveratrol and hyaluronic acid
to promote health, youth, and longevity. Beauty giant
Sephora stocks HUM Nutrition – “Clinically researched
nutrients to make you look and feel great” – tackling
everything from acne to digestion. Move over Centrum.

Medical marijuana now competes with analgesia
products, like Apothecanna’s range of cannabisbased pain-relieving skincare products. And meal
replacements like Burts Bees’ protein powders are
positioned as health-boosting and sports-enhancing,
rather than as weight loss regimes with overtones of
deprivation.

Food and beverage manufacturers
are also firmly in the mix. Functional
products focus on digestion, immunity
and fatigue – from probiotic cheese to
sweets like Ricola’s Herbal Immunity
Lozenges with ginseng, vitamins C, B6
and B12.

Despite OTC’s far more robust claims, the critical
thing is that most of these new products are much
more enjoyable and appealing than their OTC
counterparts. Consumers focused on prevention
don’t really care about product categories, just
that it works. This simply cannot be ignored, since
OTC’s biggest sales and growth opportunities are in
categories with low barriers to entry like VMS, weight
management, sports nutrition and skin health.
Consumers understand deeply that they must
proactively and positively manage their lifestyle for
money, time, and health reasons. Add in a latent
mistrust of pharmaceutical companies, and OTC
medications may not be the first port of call unless
they absolutely have to be. OTC brands must
reposition themselves as a positive aid to prevention,
rather than just a ‘have-to-use’ cure, or risk being
vulnerable to all sorts of competition.
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TRUTH 5:
THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY
IS IN CONTINUAL FLUX
How consumers buy healthcare
products is ever more complicated,
with on and offline channels
proliferating. Traditional OTC thinking
envisages consumers making purchase
decisions at physical points of sale, but
this reality is eroding.
Offline still dominates, but online is
growing fast. BI Intelligence suggests
that online sales made up just 7% of the
USA’s health and personal care market
as of 2015, but will grow by 13% CAGR
by 2020. In the UK, 12% of respondents
purchased medicine online in 2016,
more than doubling from 5% in 2012,
according to the Office for National
Statistics.
Other online disruptors include directto-consumer offerings from niche and
independent OTC brands not sold at
physical retailers, and convenienceled subscription box companies,
particularly in the fast-growing
VMS category: Hello Day offers a
personalized, seasonal supplement box
in the UK.
It’s not hard to see how health
subscription boxes might be co-opted,
extended, and personalized by big
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online health retailers like Walgreens/Boots,
DocMorris, and CVS to suit various consumer
types and their needs. But the million-dollar
question is which brands get to be in the
boxes...
And who can forget online retail behemoth
Amazon? Its Dash button already allows
consumers to repeat order healthcare
brands including Mucinex, Estroven, and
Ensure. And has already launched its own
private label supplements brand Elements
and a collaboration with Perrigo on its Basic
Care health line of basic medication and
treatments.
Further competition and complexity comes
from new offline wellbeing distribution
channels like gyms, yoga centers, and multilevel marketing companies like Forever Living.
Even as sales channels proliferate,
the ongoing role of HCPs cannot be
underestimated. Accent Health’s report ‘The
Value of Physicians in the OTC Marketplace’
found that 65% of consumers said they
act directly on doctor’s OTC product
recommendations. But in the same study
“physicians report limited availability of OTC
samples, with only 49% indicating they have
OTC samples on hand”. P&G, RB and McNeil
have dedicated HCP engagement websites
for their healthcare brands, but many don’t –
a real missed opportunity.

Pharmacy isn’t resting on its laurels
against the online challenge. Many
chains integrate their on and offline offerings into a true omnichannel customer journey. In the UK, LloydsPharmacy’s
Perfect Prescription service enables click
and collect for Rx and OTC purchases –
customers may buy a particular branded product once and then automatically
stick to it in perpetuity, unless something
truly disruptive happens.

Expanded pharmacy services are also emerging in
many markets, including vaccinations and screening
facilities for blood disorders, cardio-vascular problems,
and early-stage diabetes. By the end of 2017, Accenture
projects there will be over 2,800 retail clinics in the USA, a
47% increase since 2014. This, combined with a squeeze
on frontline healthcare budgets, means pharmacists
remain key influencers of OTC product choice. Large
chains like Walgreens-Boots focus on their own private
labels, another threat to branded products.
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In the UK, LloydsPharmacy’s Perfect Prescription
service enables click and collect Rx and OTC
purchases, meaning that the customer may
well buy a particular branded product once
and then automatically stick to it in perpetuity,
unless something truly disruptive happens. An
expanded pharmacy service offer is also emerging
in many markets, including vaccinations and
screening facilities for blood disorders, cardiovascular problems, and early-stage diabetes. This
‘medicalisation’ of the pharmacist’s role and the
squeeze on frontline healthcare budgets means
pharmacists are seen even more squarely as key
influencers of OTC products to end users.

It’s abundantly clear that the point
of purchase moments, where OTC
brands can stand out and influence
the consumer decision, are ever
changing. What’s also clear is that
OTC brands must adapt to this
complexity and engage in a language
and manner that suits every touchpoint in this new customer journey.

OTC BUSINESSES
NEED TO BE
CHANGING
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TRUTH 6:
CONSUMERS MUST BE
GENUINELY PUT AT THE
HEART OF OTC
Understanding systemic truths – market, economic, technological – is a
great starting point for a compelling OTC product journey. But even those
insights will be found wanting without also understanding the underlying
consumer and cultural truths. OTC businesses and their products need to
offer answers to problems and needs states that consumers actually want
to have solved, not what they think needs to be solved.
Some of these are physical needs states expressed at a macro level –
the wider consumer needscape. This might currently relate to key trends
noted in our previous articles, such as ageing and unhealthy lifestyles,
with Nielsen saying diabetes sufferers spend 35% more on OTC products
than the average person. According to Nicholas Hall, the leading OTC
subcategories showing the highest levels of growth reflect this: Vitamin D,
probiotics, sleep aids, tonics and cure-alls, nail antifungals, and wound
healers.
In the future, physical needs states are likely to arise which relate to
increasing urbanization in pharmerging markets and the further explosion
in technology usage: pollution, stress/anxiety, energy problems, repetitive
strain injury, back issues from using smartphones, and a focus on child
wellbeing as Millennials become parents. It’s vital to plan ahead now, in
order to deliver innovative OTC solutions with a more holistic, natural focus
that will appeal to consumers in 2026.
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Some businesses are already responding. In the
USA, CVS has OTC vending machines at busy
locations like airports and train stations to help
consumers who simply don’t have time to get to a
pharmacy. Omega Pharma bought a traditional
pharmacy in North London, transforming it into a
live research lab to deliver insights about shopper
psychology, the effect of the physical space,
perceptions of customers and, no doubt, brand
design development for Omega’s own product lines.
GSK Consumer Healthcare has Shopper Science and
Consumer Sensory Labs in the USA and UK. These
ventures have the advantage of testing and directly
understanding various solutions to consumer needs.
Approaching new product development from this
type of focused consumer-driven insight is at odds
with the traditional molecule-first approach. But
mapping a physical and behavioral needscape
and matching it with a new OTC offer is highly
efficient. And it’s a brilliant yardstick by which
to prime the R&D and NPD pipeline. Here’s an
example, albeit from the Rx industry. The consumer
insight is that traditional inhalers are cumbersome to
carry, unhygienic, and hard to judge dosage. The
response? Bloom’s compact inhaler, designed to
fit into a wallet. It has no mouthpiece for hygiene,
is refillable, airtight, and carries six precise doses of
medication. Perfect.
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The consumer-driven approach doesn’t always
mean going back to the drawing board. Quite
often it might be about reframing existing products
for alternative uses, or for different markets. Beauty
companies quite often have the same active
formulation marketed as skin whitening in APAC
countries, but they position it to even out skin tone
and correct dark spots in Western markets. Viagra
was a very happy accident indeed – originally
mooted for high blood pressure and angina, but
better suited to erectile dysfunction.

However it’s done, done it
must be: in the 21st century
OTC products that don’t fulfill
an unmet consumer need are
very unlikely to succeed.
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TRUTH 7:
REGULATION IS NOT
AN EXCUSE FOR
POOR BRANDING
Regulation, varying from country to country, affects many
substantive aspects of what constitutes OTC branding and
what is allowed in packaging design, claims, evidencing,
marketing communications, and sampling. And it changes
all the time, with very little chance of any form of regional
harmonization any time soon, let alone global.
Packaging is the distillation of the brand’s identity and
purpose, so it’s essential to understand the regulatory
constraints very early on in the brand design process. In
naming and claims, there are some red lines that simply
cannot be crossed in different markets. Nurofen, as a
molecular, distinctive active-led product, is one of very few
global masterbrands that remain similar in all the markets in
which they operate. Then there’s the challenge of language,
cultural mores, semiotics, color preferences, and differing
levels of technological penetration. The complexity is almost
staggering.
Getting the lawyers and regulatory experts into NPD and
marketing discussions at the outset, and integrating their
thinking into the brand development creative brief makes
great business sense. Once those red lines are established,
there is in fact a huge amount of creative flexibility in branding
and visual architecture that can transcend regulatory
strictures.
There will always be tweaks, country by country, but that’s
no excuse not to aim for meaningful, consumer insight-led
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claims and Reasons to Believe – as well as the powerful visual
assets that reflect and deliver on this. Currently, OTC has a
very distinct, and pretty limited, visual landscape. Starbursts,
droplets, targets, and swooshes combine to convey various
permutations of efficacy, performance, strength, and rapidity.
In the more preventative-led wellness landscape we’re talking
about, it’s clear that more of the same just won’t be enough to
stand out.
But solutions can be found. For example, workarounds are
possible in nomenclature, even though names might need
to vary due to category or country regulations. Apple’s iPod,
iPad and iPhone can easily be matched to Sanofi’s Buscopan,
Buscapina and Buscofem, working within what markets
dictate.
Color is always incredibly powerful. Coca-Cola red and
Cadbury’s purple are easily matched by Pepto Bismol’s
iconic pink product and brand equity. Add to that a notable
logotype and consistent, compelling brand architecture across
every SKU and you have something that’s eye-catching.
On a shelf full of cardboard boxes, exciting pack structure is
a great way to stand out. Just make sure it’s trademarked:
witness Tums’ distinctive bottle shape which is now imitated by
a slew of private label competitors. Even gallenic form can be
notable. Think Viagra’s iconic blue diamond, also carried onto
its pack design.
Despite the seemingly immutable quality of the OTC
brandscape, change is always possible. In dental care,
newcomer Hello Products subverts the category with a breezy
positive tone and curvy, pink, green, and blue structures. And
it’s now stocked at giants like Walmart, Target and Rite-Aid.
Over in the laundry care category, the last ten years have
seen a radical visual shift from germ-busting and performance
semiotic cues to fragrance and floral personal care cues,
based on the consumer insight that cleanliness is just a starting
point. OTC may well need to make a similarly bold journey and
then carry it through into its POS, online, HCP engagement
materials, and all other branded assets. And most importantly,
none of this is constrained by regulation. Creativity can always
find a way if you let it…
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TRUTH 8:
GETTING SMART WITH PACKAGING
HAS MULTIPLE BENEFITS
Packaging design is not just a visual means to engage the consumer with the brand proposition.
It has the power to deliver a far richer brand engagement experience: both good and bad.
On the analogue side, with an ageing demographic, packaging design must be inclusive,
ideally universal, and also maintain child resistance in both primary and secondary packaging.
Patient information with large type and capitalized letters is easier to read by older people and
long-sighted 25 year olds. Soft grip caps help all ages of arthritis sufferers. Cleverly designed
blister packaging with clear calendarization ensures compliance in usage in OTC just as much as
Rx, and for all age groups. But most OTC packaging isn’t yet this user-friendly.
Digital technology can also play a role in consumer engagement. A complete ‘smart packaging
solution’ could form a truly holistic dispensing system – one that engages with the customer
to guide the initial purchase decision through to adherence and then to the holy grail of
repurchase. But for it to work, it has to be easy to use and bring meaningful benefits to the
consumer. Such an offer is starting to emerge.
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QR codes – already popular in Asian markets – can present information on a smartphone at a
larger size or via an audio file for those with sight challenges. Other platforms like Blippar can
provide augmented reality options that interact with packaging.
Another approach is smart Near Field Communication (NFC). ThinFilm has flexible printed tags that
can detect a product’s “factory sealed” and “opened” states and communicate content to the
consumer – or indeed HCPs – with a tap of an NFC-enabled smartphone. Imagine an open bottle
of medicine that tells consumers it’s time for a dose, or that the product is nearing expiry, and then
offers a discount off purchase. The tags work on ThinFilm’s white-label CNECT platform. Consumers
see branded, personalized content for products they tap, meaning they only need one app to
engage with multiple brands – and the brands can share the technology cheaply and efficiently.
GSK clearly agrees as it recently partnered with ThinFilm to create interactive shelves with Flonase in
Canada. But the big question still remains on how useful this really is for consumers.
One area where there’s a huge consumer benefit is guarding against counterfeits, a real problem
in pharmerging markets. Counterfeit drugs are estimated to comprise 10% of the global market
(and rising), as compared to 1% in just the developed world. Branded foiled holographic tags
contain unique identifiers that make it possible for pharmaceutical companies and consumers alike
to authenticate and track products throughout the lifecycle. Radio frequency identification (RFID)
and smart labels and caps also track product safety and quality through the supply chain, assuring
consumers of product origin. More importantly, these technologies can be integrated into the very
pack design to convey trustworthiness and a distinct visual identity. Kurz – renowned for its work with
passports and bank notes – now offers unique colored foiled printing to do just this.

Smart inclusive packaging can form an integral
part of the creative design, trustworthiness,
and messaging – supporting consumer brand
engagement.
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TRUTH 9:
BEHAVIOUR MATTERS – BE
HUMAN, BE 360°
Healthcare is an emotional business, not
cold hard science. It’s about connecting
emotionally to people who want to get well
and feel better. Health is deeply personal. It
often deals with body parts and symptoms
that aren’t frequently talked about, that
embarrass or upset people.
Despite this, OTC brands wave scientific
names, terms and statistics like weapons to
bludgeon consumers into compliance and
purchase. This worked successfully for years,
but it’s not enough for increasingly informed
consumers focused on prevention and
wellness. People don’t want brands to scare
them into purchase – they want brands to
work with them.
Human language is key. Research on
packaging inserts shows that for consumers
across the board, clear plain English is
sufficient to explain drug efficacy, usage
instructions and risks. In fact, it’s more
effective, because consumers don’t switch
off from being blinded by science.
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When “science speak” is removed it also
frees brands to get to the heart of their
big brand idea. J&J’s Benadryl is about
“relief,” which threads through all its
packaging, advertising, social media and
brand touchpoints. In Rx, Novartis’ truly
emotional #skintolivein campaign brought
together people living with psoriasis and
urticaria (hives) to share inspiring visual
and verbal stories about their conditions.
It was about building empathy, not
hammering home how Novartis’ products
could fix the issue.
A “human” OTC brand listens to its
consumers. It doesn’t try to sell something
at every engagement. When GSK’s
Biotene changed its mouthwash
formulation for dry mouth and received
thousands of complaints, it apologized,
explained and sent free packs to continue
the relationship. Listening to consumers
might also mean having a money back
guarantee, like Bayer’s Claritin-D. Or it
might mean having a 24/7 customer
service helpline or a chat function on your
brand’s website.

An engaged OTC brand also leverages myriad new ways to communicate.
Think branded apps to help manage
conditions, like Zyrtec’s AllergyCast
that sends localized pollen alerts to
a consumer’s smartphone, as well as
noting symptoms.
A neighborhood-level approach to marketing and
advertising takes into account nearby weather and
illness incidence, helps prevent and relieve cold, flu
and environment-related conditions, and ultimately
drives sales.
Burt’s Bees found that 80% of lip balm purchases
were influenced by the WetBulb Globe Temperature
index (measuring temperature, humidity, wind
speed, sun angle and cloud cover). When specific
conditions occur in the National Weather Service’s
different zones, the brand buys mobile ads in those
zones and pinpoints people likely to buy its lip balms,
helping it leapfrog from No.5 to No.2 in U.S. sales
after Chapstick.
Social media also amplifies and enables the very
basic human need to receive health advice. Wordof-mouth recommendations – from friends, family,
peers or digital influencers – have never been so
significant. Chronic pain relief device ActiPatch’s
“Try & Tell” 7-Day Trial campaign was activated on
a tiny budget playing on just that, and it gained
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widespread press coverage in the process.
Theraflu’s interactive temperature-taking billboard
in Poland got people talking and sharing without
an overt selling message.

OTC brands that relate to consumers
also never stop. Of course there are
peaks and troughs in the life cycle of
certain products. But why only focus
an allergy product’s brand communications in the spring, when Christmas brings pine trees and new pets,
and Valentine’s Day brings bunches
of flowers?
Platforms like YouTube and Instagram open up
year-round engagement possibilities, with how-to
and condition information videos providing regular
ways to connect.
A 360° world might seem daunting, but the
opportunities to engage meaningfully are endless.
And immensely fruitful.
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TRUTH 10:
BE LIKE FMCG – STRETCH!
Given the cost and challenge to create new brands entirely from scratch, and the fact
that 40-50% of all new products fail, it’s hardly surprising that brand extensions now make
up the majority of ‘new’ product launches every year, according to Nielsen. But even
brand extensions aren’t always easy: failures like Cheetos Lip Balm litter the discount
shelves.
Extension isn’t an art or a science. It’s both. There’s no magic formula, but there are key
factors for success.
We categorize 21st century brand extension into three overarching themes: Migration,
Marriage, and Metamorphosis.
Migration, moving to a new category, builds on marketing professor Ed Tauber’s 1979
model. It’s about knowing what business you’re in, and what your brand is actually
known for, whether that’s ingredient-led or technical expertise, preventative, curative,
or otherwise. Being a me-too product isn’t enough. Successful migration requires
meaningful added value for customers.
Marriage is extension through multi-brand collaboration. It has the same strategic
considerations as migration, but pools the resources of two or more brands to achieve it.
It can be practical as with Puffs and Vicks, or more inspirational like Lipton and Theraflu,
and offers myriad extension possibilities (and pitfalls).
Metamorphosis is the unicorn of brand extension – transforming a product proposition
into a brand personality that’s completely free from category constraints. As consumer
attention fragments across ever more channels, brands have to be playful, human and
they have to take risks. Think limited editions, competitions or even KFC flavoured nail
varnish!

Extension is hugely pertinent to an OTC industry that’s
consumer insight-led, but is manifestly not as prevalent as
in FMCG, with most stretches merely vertical (different flavor varieties, strengths or gallenic forms, for example).
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In large part, this is due to OTC’s pharma-first approach, rather than a consumer-led approach that begins by understanding
what the brand is actually about in order to extend it meaningfully. Extension successes in OTC are mostly from FMCG companies
for brands like Oilatum and Aveeno. Or witness P&G’s Vicks, which leveraged its 120 year-plus history of congestion relief to
massively extend from a simple decongestant product to a brand portfolio that now includes sleep aids and devices like purifiers,
steam inhalers and humidifiers.
But OTC is starting to get it. Nelsons, the homeopathic remedy, introduced a new Rescue Plus range for stress, energy and
sleep, including flavored lozenges and gummies. Dr Scholl’s moved up the leg into pantyhose, and Canesten now has women’s
intimate freshening products.
Others are jumping into the OTC space – Neutrogena has an anti-acne light mask and sticks, and hearing aid manufacturer
Starkey Technologies launched a range of Ear Health products with solutions for earwax, earaches and itchy ears.
There’s so more that can be done. We mooted the concept Cadbury’s Nytime, which combines two sleep cues from Cadbury’s
Hot Chocolate and Nytol (a popular sleep brand in the U.K.) – one of gentle enjoyment and one of efficacy – to create
something powerful with added value.
Or consider the idea of Schweppes Indian Tonic Insect Repellent. As a contrast to Deet and other competitors, this could
leverage the quinine ingredient (with its history as an insect repellent and malaria treatment), with the added consumer benefit
of a pleasant zesty orange and lemon peel fragrance.
Similar OTC migrations might include allergy relief brands like Claritin or Allergra moving into anti-allergy skin spray or sunscreens to
prevent and tackle prickly heat or sun rash, for example.

So many opportunities exist. It just requires
the courage to forensically examine your
brand and consumer needs-led insights to
see what else might add value to its journey
with consumers.
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OTC is in reasonable health, but faces growing challenges on multiple fronts, and so far it’s been slow to respond.
Growth opportunity exists in repositioning consumers (both end users and healthcare professionals) to put their
needs and behaviours at the heart of the business.
As brand designers, we’re here to guide and help OTC brands on the journeys they need – or wish – to undertake.
We deeply understand the strategic context and challenges of brands in this sector, so we can uncover unifying
ideas that help them realise their full potential. And then we express those ideas through beautiful design and
compelling communications.

To find out more
Call Sara Jones on +44 (0)20 7689 8999
or e-mail sara@dewgibbons.com
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